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O. Skyba
PHILOSOPHY OF COSMISM: MORAL-ETHICAL ASPECT
Introduction. The article deals with the foundations for the formation of a unique direction of philosophical thought - cosmism that arose 
at the turn of the XIX - XX cc. and continued to develop rapidly in the XXI c., when the negative human-induced impact on nature 
reached such a level that it became a threat to the existence of mankind. Aim and tasks: The aim of this work is to identify the role of 
the philosophy of cosmism in the process of harmonizing the relationship of the "man-world" system, the search for new methodological 
approaches to the attempts to combine modern scientific knowledge with the rich moral and ethical experience of mankind.
Research methods: theoretical and methodological basis of this research are general scientific and special methods and approaches. 
Among them, the system approach, synergistic and dialectical, should be called, because processes in non-equilibrium complex sys-
tems have dialectical character. Research results. Nowadays, as a result of the sharp expansion of cognitive and technological capa-
bilities of a person, the transformation of the spiritual life of society takes place and a number of ideological moral and ethical problems 
arose. In this context, there is an actual rethinking of the human attitude to nature, the ethical aspect of biotechnology and its predicted 
positive or negative effects. The idea of the unity of man and the world in the cultural and historical dimension of the "red thread" passes 
through the views of the ancient philosophers, representatives of Russian cosmism, and others, as well as a variety of modern doctrines 
in which researchers search for new methodological approaches to harmonize the relation "man-world" and a combination of natural 
sciences and moral and ethical knowledge of the noosphere and the cosmos. Discussion At this stage of the development of science, 
there is a change in the methodological approaches to the realization of nature in the modern philosophy of cosmism and the methodol-
ogy of scientific knowledge. The key principles of post-classical ontology are proclaimed, in particular: humanity, through which the 
prism is proposed to consider nature, system approach, synergetic, etc. Conclusion. In the context of the actual significance of the 
cosmic philosophy, the emergence of new sciences such as environmental ethics, ethics of responsibility, etc. is considered, indicating 
the search for new methodological approaches to attempts to combine modern scientific knowledge with the rich moral and ethical ex-
perience of mankind. We see the prospect of a further research in finding the latest methodological approaches to solving the problem 
of "man – world" harmonious development.
Keywords: cosmic, cosmic philosophy, noosphere, ethics of responsibility, the universe.
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N. Sukhova
SPIRITUAL VALUES OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF COSMISM AND EDUCATIONAL SPACE IN THE INFORMATION SOCIETY
Introduction. A globalized world motivates a modern person to seek actively new forms and ways for the further survival on Earth. Ide-
als and values of the philosophy of cosmism are increasingly becoming very topical today. Aim and tasks: The author considers the 
influence of the philosophy of cosmism on values of educational space of the Information society. Studying the problem is carried out 
within the framework of philosophical discourse between physicists, philosophers, psychologists, educators, neurolinguists, and others. 
Research methods: It is used a comparative approach which helps to compare fruitfully the data obtained from researches of educa-
tors, psychologists and philosophers with regard to the specifics of using the Cosmism values in the era of global changes at the plane-
tary scale. Results. Modern consumer-utilitarian attitude towards nature, to state and its various institutions has caused many problems, 
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without the solution of which humanity will destruct itself as a biological species. Economy centrism is the main feature of the global 
world, whereas the philosophy of Russian cosmism is a man-centrism studying. Representatives of various branches of knowledge, who 
were being influenced by a Cosmism, are analyzed. The significant role of higher education in the educational sphere is underlined. 
Discussion. The scientific community unanimously insists on revising the value orientations, which are still aimed at indicators of eco-
nomic efficiency and depreciation of human life. The values and ideals of the Cosmism should be carefully learned by modern re-
searchers, since modern Cosmism differs significantly from the classical one. The globalization, predicted by K. Tsiolkovsky, has been 
evolving along a different scenario. Therefore, the influence of the Cosmist’s philosophy values on the educational sphere of the infor-
mation society is not sufficiently studied. Conclusion. In the process of an economically-centred society, the ideals of Cosmism became 
declarative slogans exclusively for the human educational sphere. Anthropological catastrophe is directly related to the deformation of 
the educational sphere, when a part of humanitarian subjects in education is constantly reduced, or meaninglessly unified, ignoring the 
principle of the fundamental nature of education. We hope, through the human experience a new type of thinking would be established 
and the awareness of the inevitable responsibility for their choice would also come soon.
Keywords: cosmism, values, anthropological disaster, education, reform, globalized world, humanity, globalization, Information society.
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